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LACIE POUND

Oh, my God Nay Nay how are you?

I was just fixing myself a snack

NAOMI BLESTOW

Oh Lace could I just say I am so

happy to see your face

LACIE

Me too it’s been...

NAOMI

Too long

LACIE

Way too long

NAOMI

And that’s my fault

LACIE

No, it’s mine everything is just

so...

NAOMI

Everything is just so

LACIE

Crazy! Oh it’s so good to see you

NAOMI

When you posted that Mr. Rags photo

LACIE

I know, Mr. Rags

NAOMI

I just had to call and talk to you

because...

Whoo-hoo!!! (Shows flashy

engagement ring)

LACIE

(Screams hysterically)

Wow, that’s a...big ring

Congratulations who’s the uhm

...Paul?

(CONTINUED)
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NAOMI

He is great. So smart. Just sweet

I know you’re gonna love him

LACIE

Uh huh

NAOMI

So anyways the big day.

LACIE

Yes when is it

NAOMI

So were getting married in a month

on his family’s estate up here on

the island this place outside Port

Mary, honey suckle you heard of it?

LACIE

No... but

NAOMI

Well it’s a private island, take a

look

LACIE

Oh wow that is...

NAOMI

I know right? So... can you make

it?

LACIE

Are you kidding? Of course

NAOMI

Great cool cause I was wondering

if...Lace do you think...Would you

be my maid of honor?

LACIE

Seriously? Oh my god. I mean,

you’ve got such cool friends now

are you sure?

NAOMI

Remember when we used to plan our

dream wedding when we were, like,

11?

(CONTINUED)
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LACIE

I know but we haven’t seen-

NAOMI

I don’t know but just seeing Mr.

Rags... all the memories, it just

brought things home

LACIE

Aww Nay- Nay

NAOMI

I know we haven’t kept in touch as

much as I’d have liked and that is

totally my fault. But this is such

a big day, a big life day and I

just want my oldest friend with me,

my oldest friend. I want you by my

side

LACIE

Oh my god. Thank you. What do I

have to...?

NAOMI

Not much to it a speech mainly.

LACIE

A speech of course mm hmm. How

big’s the crowd?

NAOMI

Oh my gosh, like... hundreds. It’s

a crazy guest list I’ll send it

now. Paul’s invited so many... I

don’t want to call them big deals,

but they’re all like 4.7 and above

LACIE

.... Uh huh (nervously)... Nay Nay

I will not let you down

NAOMI

Don’t sweat too much just talk

about old memories

LACIE

Sure

NAOMI

How we were, any old thing

(CONTINUED)
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LACIE

Sure

NAOMI

I’ll ping you some anecdotes

LACIE

That would be great

NAOMI

And what’s your dress size

LACIE

Oh um

NAOMI

I’ll tell you what, I’ll just send

you a four

LACIE

Perfect

NAOMI

We got matching bridesmaid dresses.

Well, anyway. (Flashes ring.)

(Screams together in excitement)

Love you Lay

LACIE

You too Nay Nay

NAOMI

Bye.


